How Early Does the CS Gender Gap Emerge? A Study of Collaborative Problem Solving in 5th Grade Computer Science
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ABSTRACT
Elementary computer science has gained increasing attention within the computer science education research community. We have only recently begun to explore the many unanswered questions about how young students learn computer science, how they interact with each other, and how their skill levels and backgrounds vary. One set of unanswered questions focuses on gender equality for young computer science learners. This paper examines how the gender composition of collaborative groups in elementary computer science relates to student achievement. We report on data collected from an in-school 5th grade computer science elective offered over four quarters in 2014-2015. We found a significant difference in the quality of artifacts produced by learner groups depending upon their gender composition, with groups of all female students performing significantly lower than other groups. Our analyses suggest important factors that are influential as these learners begin to solve computer science problems. This new evidence of gender disparities in computer science achievement as young as ten years of age highlights the importance of future study of these factors in order to provide effective, equitable computer science education to learners of all ages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The benefits of introducing computer science to students at a young age are starting to be recognized [14]. Students often choose not to take computer science classes or enter a career in the field based upon misconceptions [3]. By reaching students earlier in their school years, we may be able to prevent students from forming these misconceptions and help them to make more informed decisions about a future career in computer science. However, bringing effective computer science learning opportunities to K-5 students is a challenging proposition [11]. There are many unanswered questions about effective teaching practices and how to assess students' skills, practices, and knowledge in age-appropriate ways [13, 20].

A very important category of unanswered questions centers around gender equity. The challenges of fostering and sustaining a diverse group of computer science learners has been long recognized at the postsecondary, high school, and even middle school levels, while evidence of gender disparity is clear [2, 3]. However, there has been very little research on these issues at the elementary school level. Research in math has shown that gender disparities in that area can begin as early as first grade [18]. Math gender stereotypes also emerge in elementary school and may have an effect on how students of each gender relate to math [7]. The community has yet to collect a strong body of evidence on gender disparities in computer science at the elementary school level.

This paper investigates the following research question: How is gender composition of collaborative groups in elementary computer science related to student achievement? We examine the context of collaboration based on the long-recognized importance of collaboration for computer science practice [4, 9] and in light of evidence that learning collabor-
oratively is beneficial to students in computer science [16].

We collected students’ programs from one project in the 5th grade computer science course. These programs were rated for quality, and the results show that all-female groups produced significantly lower-scored artifacts than groups with at least one male. This finding is consistent with field observations made by the team and suggests that there is a gender disparity in computer science performance even at the young age of ten years old. We present the code quality comparison as well as a set of case studies to illustrate factors that are influential in the achievement of collaborative groups of computer science students at the elementary level, and suggest ways in which computer science education research can make advances in addressing this gender gap.

2. RELATED WORK

Recent years have seen an increase in efforts to engage elementary students in computer science, both in formal education and outreach programs. These projects span in-school and after-school interventions.

2.1 Elementary School Interventions

The KELP curriculum is a modular computer science curriculum for upper elementary school students [10]. The curriculum was designed around LaPlaya, a programming language and environment based on Scratch [13]. LaPlaya was built specifically to scaffold 4th-6th grade students in learning programming. The development of this curriculum and the preparation required to make the implementation successful have yielded informative insights. For example, some of the research findings suggest that it is important to reinforce content knowledge from other subject areas, construct an environment that fosters collaborative work, and provide careful feedback that emphasizes that there may be many solutions to a particular problem [11]. In interviews students were asked predictive questions such as what would happen when a user pressed the run button [8]. The results showed that some visual cues can be confusing: for example, some students believed that the location of blocks in the editing area determined the order in which the blocks would run.

Code Club, an after-school programming club in the UK, reached children in 1000 elementary schools in 2014 [22]. The goal of Code Club was to get elementary students excited about programming. Survey data showed that students were comfortable with the programming concepts they learned, and a third of the schools reported that over two thirds of the students in the club continued to use some form of digital creation outside of the club.

In Scotland, an in-depth study of 29 games created by pairs and groups of 60 students between the ages of 8 and 11 revealed the types of games students chose to create, the computer concepts used within the game, and how the code was organized and the game was designed [23]. The games were designed over the course of eight weeks. The authors’ discussion suggested that the students were able to learn and apply their programming knowledge. 97% of the games had at least some functionality and 28% of the games had full functionality. The authors also note that, given more lessons and time to work, it was likely that students would have created more complex games with increasing functionality.

One question that arises with the introduction of computer science to young students is how the students’ knowledge and skills should be evaluated. The PECT (Progression of Early Computational Thinking) Model was introduced to assess the computational thinking skills of students from the ages of 6-12 through their Scratch programs [20]. The model was applied to 25 projects found online in the Scratch community. The authors found that in lower grades modified the sprites’ looks and had them move and converse, but they often did not have any other features in their projects, such as collision and scoring. Upper elementary students had the same features as the lower elementary students but they also integrated collision, interaction, and scoring into their projects more often.

2.2 Collaboration in Elementary School

Research on how to foster, practice, and evaluate collaboration in computer science classrooms is ongoing for many ages of learners. For elementary computer science learning, some work has investigated collaborative problem solving. Notable work has examined the equity of students’ relationships as they solve computer science problems in pairs [21, 15]. That work focused on elementary students who participated in a summer computer science course, and the authors analyzed the paired dialogues in terms of how much the students spoke to each other and the content of their conversations. The authors concluded that equity is contextualized and may be a result of certain students’ desire to complete projects quickly.

Outside of computer science, a study of elementary students’ collaboration revealed that female-male relationships in subjects such as physical education, reading, language art, social studies, and art are not equal [17]. Boys appear to benefit more from female-male pairings by developing their leadership skills and increasing their self-efficacy in problem solving, whereas these pairings can reinforce gender stereotypes for girls.

Given these findings, the importance of investigating gender and collaboration for elementary computer science education is clear. The remainder of this paper reports on a study to examine one aspect of gender and collaboration, the quality of artifacts produced. We also examine some possible factors influencing artifact quality through case studies.

3. ELEMENTARY CLASS & STUDY

In 2014 a team consisting of two computer science Ph.D. students, one computer science undergraduate, and a local elementary school technology teacher collaboratively designed a 30 hour 5th grade computer science curriculum. In this class students engage in problem solving, writing, and collaborative projects that span a series of topics in algorithmic thinking and programming, robotics, AI, and computers in society. The content of the curriculum was inspired by the intersection of CS Principles [1], Exploring CS [12], and the CSTA K-8 guidelines [5], which were adapted with the help of the teacher for 5th grade. The teacher had no formal background in computer science and the team introduced necessary topics to the teacher as they collaboratively designed and built the curriculum.

The curriculum was first piloted as a 13-day after-school club in Spring 2014, then was expanded and refined during Summer 2014 to fit the in-school 30-day, 45-minute class slot requested by our partner elementary school.1 The school’s

1The curriculum is modularly designed, so others who wish to use it may adopt smaller portions if desired.
demographics were 53.1% African American, 32.6% Caucasian, and 14.3% Hispanic, Latino, Native American, Asian, or mixed race. 47.4% of students received free or reduced lunch.

Each quarter during the 2014-2015 school year, teachers enrolled students in electives based on the students’ expressed preferences. There was a total of 55 students enrolled in the computer science elective (16 girls, 39 boys).

Table 1: Class gender by quarter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As part of exploratory work on the effectiveness of the curriculum, we collected the following: pre- and post-interviews, videos of students working in class, screen recordings of student programming, student short essays, and handwritten design artifacts including conditional trees and storyboards. A researcher observed the class an average of three times per week and made field notes.

The students in the class completed three major projects: two Scratch programming projects, and one research project on computer science and society. The analysis reported in this paper investigates the first programming project, in which students selected a fairy tale to implement as an interactive program. The teacher made the decision as to how the students could be paired. For some quarters he allowed the students to choose their partners and intervened only when he felt it was necessary. For other quarters he choose the pairs himself. Although most of the students worked in pairs, there were also cases where students worked in groups of three or four, or, as seen in one case study in Section 5, individually. The students were required to incorporate two instances of cause and effect from the fairy tale, and two instances of user input where the user’s input decided the path the story took.

The project spanned approximately six class days and it began after students received between four and six days of instruction on using conditionals and loops, broadcasting and receiving signals, and moving sprites in Scratch. The project days were structured, with design and planning time required before students started programming. The paper-based design packet included a sheet for determining collaborative tasks and tracking their completion. On the first day the students selected and read their fairy tales, identified two instances of cause and effect and user input, and drew conditional trees. The next day the students identified the characters and backgrounds they would use in their program, drew a storyboard, and created a rough code plan. The third day was the only day reserved for the students to choose or make their characters and backgrounds. On the remaining days the students pair programmed, switching the “driver” at 15 minute intervals.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The goal of this analysis is to examine the relationship between gender composition of groups and the quality of the final project they submitted. The sample size for this analysis is 18 pairs or groups (and in one case an individual): 4 all-female, 4 female-male, and 10 all-male.

First, quality of the submitted projects was rated. We created and iteratively refined a rating scheme inspired by previous work using the SOLO (Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome) taxonomy to rate 4th grade student programs [19]. Given students’ completed work for assigned learning tasks, the SOLO taxonomy measures the complexity of the work. Each student’s work is assigned to one of five levels depending on the criteria it meets. We found that for some important factors of the student programs, this taxonomy was not fine-grained enough, while in other cases it was too fine-grained. We ultimately rated the project based on three factors:

- Requirements: How well the project runs and meets the requirements given by the teacher (includes two instances of cause and effect and two instances of user input).
- Consistency: Whether the project runs consistently (resetting appropriately before or after the code runs).
- Usability: Whether the project is intuitive for users (e.g., uses prompts to clearly guide the user).

Table 2 displays the four-level coding scheme for the Code Requirements factor. Consistency and Usability were rated on a binary scale.

Table 2: Coding scheme for Code Requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Did not attempt to write the program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The program contains blocks but does not function, or it functions but does not show cause and effect or utilize user input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The program shows an instance of cause and effect and user input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The program shows two instances of cause and effect and user input</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After rating the 18 projects, their overall weighted score was computed as $(0.7 \times \text{Requirements}) + (0.2 \times \text{Consistency}) + (0.1 \times \text{Usability})$. We determined the weights before starting our analysis. The weights were based on the emphasis the teacher placed on each criterion. The median of all project scores was 0.62, with a minimum of 0.23 and a maximum of 1.0.

We divided the groups as follows: all-female (FF), female-male (FM), and all-male (MM). Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of each pair’s code score. The programs of all four all-female groups scored below the median, and their scores were clustered together. The scores of the female-male groups were also relatively close to each other, with their lowest scores being equal to the highest score of the all-female groups and their highest score being slightly lower than most of the all-male groups. The all-male groups displayed the widest range of scores, with both the highest and lowest scoring groups out of all the categories (however, note that the all-male group was also largest, with n=10). Seventy percent of the all-male groups scored 0.77 or higher.

We ran a Fisher’s exact test to investigate whether there were differences in average code quality score between the groups. Because of the small sample, we first binned into high and low scores based on median, and considered a
When completing his design packet, Xavier bypassed the sprites, stages, and outline sections. However, his was one of six groups that completed the code plan, and he produced one of the two highest-rated conditional trees. Most groups drew two separate conditional trees that illustrated two instances of cause and effect. Although those trees met the requirements the teacher gave, they did not show any connection between two major events that occurred in their chosen fairy tale. In contrast, Xavier’s conditional tree was unified and resembled a flow chart. Xavier’s code plan was also detailed, included drawing chunks of Scratch blocks in the order he would later put them in, and he drew arrows to show how the program should flow. Xavier completed his project implementation work early, and when the teacher suggested he extend his project, Xavier added an alternate stage to the program when the player selected a specific ending. Xavier’s program was one of two programs that received a perfect score.

5.2 Female-Male Pair: Mia and John

Mia and John participated in the class the during the final quarter of the 2014-2015 school year. Prior to the project, they were observed working well together (spontaneously) on basic programming exercises. However, sharing a computer proved more difficult for them. Mia often overrode John’s ideas, choosing instead to ask the teacher for help. The team rarely solved a problem on their own due to the frequency with which they summoned the teacher. Mia was also reluctant to switch from the driver to the navigator role when the teacher announced that it was time to switch; she sometimes even took the mouse from John when he was the driver. The pair also spent much of their time modifying their sprites in Scratch and less time programming and problem solving.

Mia and John’s program met the requirements of conditional branching. However, it did not run consistently and had a low usability score. To run the program from beginning to end, users had to take actions in addition to answering questions, but there were no prompts or user guidance. Still, Mia and John, along with one other pair, achieved the highest project scores out of the four female-male pairs. Even this score was only slightly higher than the overall median.

Figure 2 displays a screen capture of Mia and John’s program running and Figure 3 shows the code for one of the characters, a prince. Mia and John did not use some of the concepts they learned in class, such as loops, broadcasting, and receiving messages. They only accounted for one user answer to their first question, and some actions were triggered by clicking on the sprite or pressing a key, but these available actions were not made apparent to the user. Overall, Mia and John failed to form a unified vision of their work and it appears that they did not successfully apply their potential when they were placed into a collaborative pair.

5.3 Female-Female Pair: Willow and Daphne

During the first quarter, Willow and Daphne were two of the six girls in the class. The girls asked to work as a team because they were friends and had worked together during the prior Scratch lessons. Willow and Daphne worked well together and were creative. Like Xavier, they also bypassed the sprites, stages, and outline section, completing

---

Table 3: Results of the Fisher’s exact test on gender composition and code score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender Composition</th>
<th>Code Score</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Female</td>
<td>4 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 (35.7%)</td>
<td>9 (64.3%)</td>
<td>14 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+ Male</td>
<td>5 (35.7%)</td>
<td>9 (64.3%)</td>
<td>14 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9 (50%)</td>
<td>9 (50%)</td>
<td>18 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

two-way split of gender composition: all-female \(n=4\) and at-least-one-male \(n=14\).\(^2\) The results revealed that none of the all-female groups, and 64\% of the at-least-one-male groups, achieved a high code score. This difference was statistically significant \(p=0.04\).

We also examined the all-male \(n=10\) and at-least-one-female \(n=8\) groups separately. In this split, 70\% of all-male groups and 25\% of at-least-one-female groups achieved high code scores, and this difference was not statistically significant \(p=0.08\).

5. CASE STUDIES

In order to better elucidate group dynamics, we examine selected case studies. These case studies are based on collected videos and the first author’s field notes from observing the class. The cases were selected to illustrate the results and are not comprehensive.

5.1 Individual: Xavier

Xavier\(^3\) took the class during the second quarter. The teacher mentioned that Xavier had experience from participating in the after-school pilot in Spring 2014; however, the project analyzed here was not part of that pilot. At first Xavier was paired with another student with less experience. However, the teacher noticed that Xavier’s partner quickly became disengaged. The teacher moved Xavier’s partner to another team and Xavier completed the project individually.

\(^2\)Although this split resulted in unbalanced group sizes, it was necessary to investigate the hypothesis which arose from our classroom observations, that the presence of a male substantially altered group dynamics.

\(^3\)All student names are pseudonyms.
the other components instead. The conditional trees Willow and Daphne drew expressed two conditionals based on user input, but like many of their peers, the two conditions were not linked in an overall flow. Like Xavier’s, their code plan included some hand-sketched Scratch blocks, but theirs included only the user input options, not the condition that resulted from each one.

When it came to implementation, Willow and Daphne did not implement the required cause-and-effect. Their code did run consistently and the user prompts were clear, but their characters’ conversations were incoherent. The missing requirements were reflected in their score of 0.53, which although it was the highest among all of the all-female groups, was still well below the overall median.

When it came to implementation, Willow and Daphne did not implement the required cause-and-effect. Their code did run consistently and the user prompts were clear, but their characters’ conversations were incoherent. The missing requirements were reflected in their score of 0.53, which although it was the highest among all of the all-female groups, was still well below the overall median.

5.4 Male-Male Pair: Greg and Harry

Greg and Harry participated in the last quarter of the school year. Both students had enthusiasm for programming and they often took creative liberties during the Scratch lessons. Although the pair worked well together and seemed to follow a similar line of thinking, Harry would sometimes get distracted by a friend in a different group, even leaving his seat to visit the other group. They were animated while brainstorming ideas for their “Jack and the Beanstalk” game, but spent less time on their design document, only completing about half of it.

This trend continued through their implementation, when they were engaged in off-task behavior with unrelated blocks. They only introduced one instance of cause and effect, and their program scored low for usability and consistency. Their code score was the lowest, shared by two other all-male groups.

6. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Our results suggest that there is a relationship between gender and the artifacts produced by collaborative groups in a 5th grade computer science elective. While our analyses do not definitively answer our original research question, they do suggest factors that are influential and are important for future study.

Supporting Design and Planning. One important factor is the extent to which students engaged in design and planning. While these activities were scaffolded with a carefully designed paper-based packet, we observed a phenomenon that is often seen in computer science education. Namely, students often preferred to bypass design and planning, instead preferring to implement immediately or “tinker.” While tinkering has been shown to have potential benefits, our results suggest that it is important to investigate how to foster the collaborative design and planning process for young learners.

Fostering Collaborative Skills and Practices. In addition to these concerns regarding design and planning, collaboration skills and practices are a very important area for future study. Young learners have had little opportunity to practice collaboration, and they display tendencies to separate rather than collaborate (as we saw with Xavier and his partner, as well as with Mia and John). This tendency, of course, is often observed with more sophisticated learners, as one of the authors of this paper can attest: even in second and third programming courses, she finds herself needing to remind students constantly not to just attempt to divide the implementation tasks in a collaborative project, but to work together and share ideas. If we can identify ways to support good collaborative habits as early as elementary school, perhaps those habits can propagate into students’ future education and careers.

Investigating Cognitive and Social Constructs. Differences in performance at young ages is almost certainly related in part to influences that occur prior to the class itself. For example, there is a systematic gender difference between toys marketed to young children. Legos and robots are more likely to be marketed for boys, while dolls and kitchen sets are more likely to be marketed for girls. It is possible that the traditionally “boy” toys foster spatial and programmatic reasoning skills more than traditionally “girl” toys, and recent literature suggests a correlation between spatial reasoning and computer science performance [6].

Limitations. As mentioned above, there are important limitations due to the small sample size and exploratory nature of the study described here. The sample size, $n=18$, was partially due to the fact that not all projects were submitted. This points to a bigger-picture discrepancy between required versus elective in-school classes. Ours was offered as an elective, which was not permitted to include exams, and for which grades were assigned in a much less structured way than required courses such as mathematics and language. It will be important to explore this phenomenon on a larger dataset in the future.

Another limitation to the study stems from the evolution of the course across quarters. As is often the case, the course was refined and improved over time. The course was also confined to a single instructor and thus the teacher effect cannot be eliminated. Finally, it is important to note that the researcher making field notes was not always able to achieve the ideal role as a silent observer in the class-
room. Because this classroom teacher was still developing computer science skills and knowledge, the researcher provided input and support when needed.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has examined the first of a series of projects created by students in an in-school 5th grade computer science elective. We examined 18 group projects and investigated whether there was a difference between gender composition of groups and the quality of the final artifact they produced. Classroom observation suggested that a difference did exist, and results demonstrated that all-female groups achieved significantly lower program quality than groups with at least one male. The analyses suggest that numerous factors play important roles, including the extent to which students were willing to engage in design, students’ collaborative practices, and other cognitive and social factors.

There are several important directions for future work. The finding of a possible gender discrepancy in computer science achievement as early as elementary school highlights the need for research on diversity and equality in K-5. More broadly, there is a need for increased computer science education research, curriculum building, and integration with other subject areas at the elementary level. As a computer science education community of practitioners and researchers, we have the opportunity to expand our focus on computer science learners to include younger children, as they make their way toward becoming the next generation of computer scientists.
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